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Abstract. We present a novel video browsing and retrieval system for
edited videos, based on scene detection and automatic tagging. In the
proposed system, database videos are automatically decomposed into
meaningful and storytelling parts (i.e. scenes) and tagged in an auto-
matic way by leveraging their transcript. We rely on computer vision
and machine learning techniques to learn the optimal scene boundaries:
a Triplet Deep Neural Network is trained to distinguish video sequences
belonging to the same scene and sequences from different scenes, by ex-
ploiting multimodal features from images, audio and captions. The sys-
tem also features a user interface build as a set of extensions to the eXo
Platform Enterprise Content Management System (ECMS)1. This set of
extensions enable the interactive visualization of a video, its automatic
and semi-automatic annotation, as well as a keyword-based search in-
side the video collection. The platform also allows a natural integration
with third-party add-ons, so that automatic annotations can be exploited
outside the proposed platform.
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1 Introduction
Video is currently the largest source of internet traffic: after having been used
mainly for fun and entertainment in the last decades, it is now employed into
novel contexts, like social networks, online advertisement, and education.
Unfortunately, the vast majority of video content available on the web is not
provided with annotations, and is therefore cumbersome to retrieve. Further-
more, video browsing platforms like Youtube, Facebook and Dailymotion treat
the video as an indivisible entity, so that the user receives no help in finding
the portion of the video that really interests him. The user must either watch
the entire video or move from one portion of the video to another through seek
operations. In the case of educational video clips, which are usually longer than
the average user-generated video, this becomes even more evident, and fining a
short segment on a specific topic of interest often becomes intractable.
1 https://www.exoplatform.com/
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In this paper, we propose a system which tries to address this limitation
by exploiting computer vision and machine learning techniques. In particular,
we rely on scene detection, a pattern recognition technique which enables the
decomposition of a video into semantically coherent parts. In the case of scene
detection, therefore, the objective is that of automatically segmenting an input
video into meaningful and story-telling sequences, using perceptual and semantic
features and exploiting editing rules or clustering algorithms. It is straightfor-
ward to see that scene detection can enhance video access and browsing, as it
transforms a long video into a sequence of homogeneus parts. Also, it enables a
fine-grained search inside the video itself, with which short sequences could be
more easily retrieved with textual queries. Finally, it is worth to mention that
sequences from the original video can also be exploited to create presentations
or video lectures, thus enhancing the re-use of video collections.
In the case of broadcast edited videos, scenes represent one of the three lev-
els at which the video can be decomposed. Edited videos are indeed made by
sequences of shots, which in turn are frames taken by the same camera. Shots
can then be grouped, according to their semantic meaning, into scenes. From
this perspective, scene detection can be seen as the task of grouping temporally
adjacent shots, with the objective of maximizing the semantic coherence of the
resulting segments. The computer vision pipeline which will be described in the
rest of this paper relies on this assumption, by creating an embedding space
in which shots can be projected according to their relative semantic similarity,
and exploiting a temporal clustering technique which is in charge of defining the
final temporal segmentation of the video. We should also notice that using shots
instead of the single frames as the basic unit of computation enables a reduction
in computational complexity, and at the same time assures a quasi-optimal de-
composition of the video, since shots usually have a uniform semantic content.
This granularity level is also beneficial for visualization, since representative
key-frames can be extracted from shots.
Using a scene detection algorithm that we have recently proposed in litera-
ture [5], and thanks to the application of Speech-to-Text techniques, it has been
possible to automatically annotate a set of 500 educational broadcast videos
taken from the large Rai Scuola archive2. Also, we developed a browsing and
retrieval interface on top of a commercial ECMS, namely eXo Platform, from
which the results of the automatic annotation can be browsed and manually
refined. The interface has been developed as part of the Citta` Educante project,
cofounded by the Italian Ministry of Education, with the aim of providing new
technologies for education.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we give an overview
of relevant works related to the topic of this paper; Section 3 describes the main
algorithmic components of the system, by giving details on the scene detection
approach and on the retrieval strategy we employ, while showing several exam-
ples and screenshots from the actual user interface. Finally, Section 4 draws the




In this section, we give a brief overview of the works related with the two main
features of our system, namely video decomposition and video retrieval.
Video Decomposition Since more than 15 years, automatic video decomposi-
tion has been categorized into three categories [7]: rule-based methods, that con-
sider the way a video is structured in professional movie production, graph-based
methods, where shots are arranged in a graph representation, and clustering-
based methods.
Rule-based approaches consider the way a scene is structured in professional
movie production. Of course, the drawback of this kind of methods is that they
tend to fail in videos where film-editing rules are not followed, or when two ad-
jacent scenes are similar and follow the same rules. Liu et al. [11], for example,
propose a visual based probabilistic framework that imitates the authoring pro-
cess. In [6], shots are represented by means of key-frames, clustered using spectral
clustering and low level color features, and then labeled according to the clusters
they belong to. Scene boundaries are then detected from the alignment score of
the symbolic sequences, using the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm.
In graph-based methods, instead, shots are arranged in a graph representa-
tion and then clustered by partitioning the graph. The Shot Transition Graph
(STG) [20] is one of the most used models in this category: here each node rep-
resents a shot and the edges between the shots are weighted by shot similarity.
In [14], color and motion features are used to represent shot similarity, and the
STG is then split into subgraphs by applying the normalized cuts for graph par-
titioning. Sidiropoulos et al. [16] introduced a STG approximation that exploits
features from the visual and the auditory channel.
Clustering-based solutions assume that similarity of shots can be used to
group them into meaningful clusters, thus directly providing the final story
boundaries. With this approach, a deep learning based strategy has recently
been proposed [3]. In this model, a Siamese Network is used together with fea-
tures extracted from a Convolutional Neural Network and time features to learn
distances between shots. Spectral clustering is then applied to detect coherent
sequences.
Video retrieval Lot of work has also been proposed for video retrieval: with
the explosive growth of online videos, this has become a hot topic in computer
vision. In their seminal work, Sivic et al. proposed Video Google [18], a system
that retrieves videos from a database via bag-of-words matching. Lew et al. [9]
reviewed earlier efforts in video retrieval, which mostly relied on feature-based
relevance feedback or similar methods.
More recently, concept-based methods have emerged as a popular approach
to video retrieval. Snoek et al. [19] proposed a method based on a set of concept
detectors, with the aim to bridge the semantic gap between visual features and
high level concepts. In [2], authors proposed a video retrieval approach based
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on tag propagation: given an input video with user-defined tags, Flickr, Google
Images and Bing are mined to collect images with similar tags: these are used
to label each temporal segment of the video, so that the method increases the
number of tags originally proposed by the users, and localizes them temporally.
In [10] the problem of retrieving videos using complex natural language queries
is tackled, by first parsing the sentential descriptions into a semantic graph,
which is then matched to visual concepts using a generalized bipartite matching
algorithm. This also allows to retrieve the relevant video segment given a text
query. Our method, in contrast to [2], does not need any kind of initial manual
annotation, and, thanks to the availability of the video structure, is able to return
specific stories related to the user query. This provides the retrieved result with
a context that allows to better understand the video content.
3 The System
The proposed system is comprises three main components: a scene detection
algorithm, which is in charge of performing a temporal segmentation of the
input video into coherent parts, an automatic tagging algorithm, and a retrieval
module, with which users can search for scenes inside a video collection.
3.1 Scene detection
The decomposition of a video into semantically coherent parts is an an intrinsic
multi-modal task, which cannot be solved by applying heuristic rules, or a-priori
defined models due to the variety of boundaries which can be found in profes-
sionally edited video. The definition of a hand-crafted rules would indeed be
very time consuming, and would probably lead to poor results in terms of local-
ization accuracy. We therefore choose to rely on machine learning, and to build
a deep learning architecture for temporal video segmentation which can learn
the optimal way of segmenting the video by learning from examples annotated
by different users. On a different note, to tackle the multi-modal nature of the
problem, we employ a combination of multi-modal features which range from
the frames and the audio track of the video, to the transcript of the speaker.
The video is firstly decomposed into a set of chunks taken by the same cam-
era (i.e. shots), using an open source shot detector [1]. Given that the content of
a shot is usually uniform from a semantic point of view, we can constrain scene
boundaries to be a subset of shot boundaries, therefore reducing the problem of
scene detection to that of clustering adjacent shots. This preliminary decompo-
sition also reduces the computational efforts needed to process the entire video,
given that few key-frames can be used as the representative of the whole shot.
Similarly, features coming from other modalities can be encoded at the shot level
by following the same homogeneity assumption. For each shot of the video, we
extract different features, in order to take into account all the modalities present
in the video.
VVisual appearance features We encode the visual appearance of a shot,
and information about the timestamp and the length of a given shot. Visual
appearance is extracted with a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network which
is shortened by cutting out the last fully connected layers. This extracts high
level features from the input image, which can be a rich source of information to
identify changes in visual content between one portion of the video and another.
Given that a single key-frame might be too poor to describe a shot, we uniformly
sample three key-frame from the input shot, and take the pixelwise maximum
of the network responses.
Visual Concept features Using a part-of-speech tagger, we parse the tran-
script obtained with standard speech-to-text techniques, and retain unigrams
which are annotated as noun, proper noun and foreign word. Those are then
mapped to the Imagenet corpus by means of a skip-gram model [13] trained on
the dump of the Italian Wikipedia. By means of this mapping we build a classi-
fier to detect the presence of a visual concept in a shot. Images from the external
corpus are represented using feature activations from pre-trained deep convolu-
tional neural networks (CNN), which can extract rich semantic information from
an input image [8]. In our case, we employ the VGG-16 model [17], which is well
known for providing state-of-the-art results on image classifications, and for its
good generalization properties [15]. Then, a linear probabilistic SVM is trained
for each concept, using randomly sampled negative training data; the probability
output of each classifier is then used as an indicator of the presence of a concept
in a shot.
Keeping a shot-based representation, we build a feature vector which encodes
the influence of each concept group on the considered shot. Formally, the visual










where T is the multiset of all terms inside a video, δt,i indicates whether term t
belongs to the i-th concept group, ut and us are the timestamps of term t and
shot s. M is the mapping function to the external corpus, and fM(t)(s) is the
probability given by the SVM classifier trained on concept M(t) and tested on
shot s.
Textual Concept features Textual concepts are as important as visual con-
cepts to detect story changes, and detected concept groups provide an ideal mean
to describe topic changes in text. Therefore, a textual concept feature vector,











Fig. 1. Sample screenshot of the interactive visualization interface.
We thus get a representation of how much each concept group is present in a
shot and in its neighborhood.
Audio features Audio is another meaningful cue for detecting scene bound-
aries, since audio effects and soundtracks are often used to underline the devel-
opment of a scene or a change in content. We extract MFCCs descriptors [12]
over a 10ms window. The MFCC descriptors are aggregated by Fisher vectors
using a Gaussian Mixture Model with 256 components.
Multi-modal fusion The overall feature vector for a shot is the concatenation
of all the previously defined features. A Triplet Deep Network is then trained on
ground-truth decompositions by minimizing a contrastive loss function: at each
training iteration, the network processes a triplet of examples, namely an anchor
example, a positive and a negative example. The anchor example is randomly
selected from the available shots in the database, the positive one is constrained
to be part of the same scene of the anchor, and the negative sample is selected
from a different scene. Each of the sample is embedded by the same function
into a common, multimodal, embedding space. The contrastive loss function
then forces the distance between the anchor and the positive shot to be smaller
than the distance between the anchor and the negative. This, during training,
promotes the creation of an embedding function suitable for the task.
At test time, the network has learned to distinguish similar and dissimilar
shots, and can be therefore employed to perform scene detection. In particular,
our clustering algorithm relies on the minimization of variances inside each scene.
For further details, the reader is encouraged to read the paper in which the
technique was proposed [5].
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Fig. 2. Visualization of a collection of videos.
3.2 User interface
While the temporal segmentation step is carried out off-line, and its results are
saved into a database for browsing, we also build an appropriate user interface
for visualization. In particular, we extend a popular Enterprise Content Man-
agement System (ECMS), namely eXo Platform, which is largely used to build
enterprise intranets and dynamic portals. We exploit the extension capabilities
of eXo Platform and develop an add-on which can visualize videos decomposed
into scenes. Every time a video is uploaded on the platform, a remote web service
is called to perform the automatic decomposition of the video into scene, and
to extract key-frames for visualization. Each video can then be visualized in a
time line fashion, were each is scene is presented by means of the key-frames it
contains.
Figures 1 and 2 show two sample screenshot from the proposed interface. As
it can be noticed, we built two different views, one showing the list of available
videos, each presented with one of its keyframes, and one for the browsing of the
video itself, in which the actual temporal segmentation is shown. It can also be
noticed that the visualization of each scene is enriched by a set of tags. These
are obtained by parsing the transcript of the video, and extracting nouns and
proper nouns with a NLP tagger trained for the italian language.
Of course, even though generally precise, the automatic decomposition in
scene might not always be correct, or appreciated by the final user, also consid-
ering the subjective nature of the task. Therefore, the output of the algorithm
can not always be satisfactory for the user. For this reason, the interface allows
the user to refine the automatic annotation, merging adjoining scenes together.
Data collected from this manual annotation feature could be exploited in further
works, both to extend the training set and to use it an a relevance feedback loop.
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Fig. 3. eXo Platform search form, enhanced with results from the video collection.
Fig. 4. Screenshot of the results page.
3.3 Retrieval
The ability to index parts of a video is an essential feature of a video browsing
platform, as it enables a fine-grained search which is also important for video
re-use. In developing this feature, we wanted video clips to be indexed at the
scene level, so that users can search inside video clips and not only among video
clips. Secondly, we constrained the indexing system to be fully automatic, and
therefore chose to rely on the transcription solely, rather than exploiting user-
generated annotations. This allows our retrieval strategy to be enough precise,
and content oriented, as most of the extracted keywords will focus on the topics
addressed during the video, rather than on what is actually shown in the video.
From an implementation point of view, we extended the built-in search ca-
pabilities of eXo, by developing a component which can search inside the video
collection, given a textual query. This is done by building a Search Connector
component, which is called by eXo itself every time a user performs a textual
search. The Connector, in turn, searches for the given query inside the video
database, and matches the query with the available tags. Of course, more so-
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Fig. 5. Incorporation of a scene in a third-party extension (selection from the Clip-
board).
Fig. 6. Incorporation of a scene in a third-party extension.
phisticated techniques could be used, even though they are outside the scope of
this paper.
For each retrieved scene, a thumbnail is also selected among the key-frames
of the video by using a semantic and aesthetic criterion [4], so that the user can
be confident about the result of his research by simply looking at the provided
thumbnails. Moreover, since resuls are presented in terms of scenes, the user is
redirected directly to the video portion of interest for his query, without the
need to search within the video of interest. Figures 3 and 4 show, respectively,
the search interface and the results page.
3.4 Integration with third-party add-ons
One key feature of the system is the possibility to integrate our temporal seg-
mentation, retrieval and visualization tools into thirdy part components. This
makes the developed system integrable with other software, which is a desirable
property in most of the use cases, ranging from portals to project demonstrators.
Indeed, all the extensions wich have been presented in the previous sections
are designed to be naturally integrated with the underlying data structure of
eXo, namely the Java JCR, and with third-party applications. In particular,
Xfull-length videos or portions of them can be retrieved from the database by any
application inside the platform. Also, at an higher level, videos and scene man-
aged by our application can be copied and pasted into the eXo Clipboard. This
is a cross-application clipboard, which can be read an written across different
applicationa and add-ons on the platform, and which provides an effective way
to transfer content from one application to another.
Finally, for the purpose of demonstration, we developed a simple portlet
which can showcase the benefit of using data provided by our algorithm outside
the specific user interface we built for visualization. The demo portlet allows
the insertion of video portions within a simple canvas, by exploiting the eXo
Clipboard. A dialog shows the contents of the clipboard with the selected scenes
by the user while navigating in the database: these can then be pasted on the
canvas and displayed.
Beside this simple example, the same extension capabilities showcased by our
application can be used for integrating with other add-ons. In particular, this
will also be beneficial in the context of the Citta` Educante project, in which the
eXo Platform will be used as the enabling tool of the final demonstrator.
4 Conclusion
This paper has presented a video browsing and retrieval system for edited videos,
which has been developed in the context of a national project, Citta` Educante.
The main distinguishing feature of the system, with respect to other video brows-
ing approaches, is that videos are automatically parsed and decomposed into
meaningful segments (called scenes), by means of a novel scene detection al-
gorithm which exploits state of the art multi-modal descriptors and machine
learning techniques. In particular, it relies on a Triplet Deep Network which
learns a multi-modal semantic emebedding space in which shots from the input
video can be projected, and on a temporal clustering algorithm which provides
the final segmentation into scenes. The web-based interface enables the inter-
active visualization of a video, its automatic and semi-automatic annotation,
as well as a keyword-based search inside a video collection. Finally, it is worth
mentioning that using the proposed algorithm it has been possible to automat-
ically annotate a set of 500 educational broadcast videos taken from the large
Rai Scuola archive, which can be browsed and retrieved inside the internal por-
tal of the Citta` Educante project. As a future work, it will also be possible to
exploit the corrections and annotations provided by the users, as a source of
additional training data, and to build a human-in-the-loop system which can
possibily provide better temporal segmentation results.
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